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Abstract:- VANet is a special category of adhoc-network in which vehicles and other stationary unit (RSU) form network for special need or purpose by inter-vehicle communication. Since in recently decades, VANET gaining tremendous attention of research for making reliable communication among vehicles for easy navigation and better handling of traffic. Since due to success of VANET reliability, there is addition of large number of vehicles running on road. As a result large number of vehicles creates congestion (traffic) in city which further result in pollution, speed factor and various other problem for managing traffic. In this paper, we introduced concept of odd-even policy for handling of traffic and smooth transportation and better communication among Vehicles in Vanet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An adhoc-network can be defined as collection of nodes forming dynamic network without central administration or infrastructure that usually formed in mobile communication or telecommunication [1]. VANET is type of mobile adhoc-network where vehicles (nodes) form a network for better safety and comfort among vehicle user. VANET technology integrates new generation wireless network capabilities with vehicles for better navigation. It build robust adhoc –system between moving vehicles and stationary access unit (RSU). VANET uses different wireless network tools such as WIFI 802.11 b/g, WiMax, Bluetooth etc.[2] for communication among vehicles and roadside unit.

Vanet mainly focus on providing information related to traffic management, safety and other vital information related to roadway situation. Since this network is infrastructures so each vehicle is equipped with Vanet device (on board unit) for receiving and relaying message in wireless network. To develop reliable, safe-full, and efficient system for moving vehicle, there is introduction of Intelligent Transport System (ITS). ITS consists VANET as vital component which includes Vehicle –to-Vehicle Communication (V2V), Vehicle to Roadside-infrastructure (V2R) and Inter-Vehicle communication (IVC)[3].

![Fig 1. Introduction to VANET](image-url)
Characteristics of VANET

- Self-organizing network
- Robust, Flexible and Scalable.
- High Mobility
- Dynamic Network topology
- No Constraint of power
- Boundless Network Size
- Variable network Density
- Increased Computation ability.

Application of VANET:

- Road Traffic Safety
- Traffic Engineering
- Comfortable and Eased Road Travel.
- Pollution Control.

In our paper Section 1 contains Introduction to VANET, its characteristics and application. Section 2 Contain our traditional System of handling traffic. Section 3 contain our proposed system for efficient handling of traffic. Section 4 contains our result and analysis of our proposed system. Section 5 highlights the proposed system and our future research area.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

In Traditional Existing System, there is no concept of VANET in real world scenario. Simply all the vehicles on road follow a fixed path without having communication either between vehicle i.e (V2V) or with road side unit (RSU)[4]. In our traditional existing it depend upon all the driver capability to overcome and process all the situation for better and eased traveling. In Existing System, the traffic (congestion) maintained at high-populated area by Traffic-light System. In Traffic-Light Signal System, all the vehicles follow traffic rules based on signal color of light-system. Generally these Traffic-light Signal System are set up at intersection point of two or more roads. The Traffic-light System operates in three signal color modes i.e red, green, yellow. The red signal color indicates that the vehicles has to stop its movement. The green signal color indicates that vehicles can start it movement mode while yellow signal color indicates that the speed of vehicle must slow down followed by red color. All the duration of signal color display at traffic light-system is manually carried out by person who monitors traffic. The one with road having more traffic has very less display time for red signal and vice-versa.

Since in our Existing system, all the vehicles follows same route for travel without intercommunicating with each other. If that route contains traffic it further creates more traffic (congestion) on road due to lack of communication. This result in more difficulties in handling of traffic. The problem of our Existing System is that on any high traffic - road if accident occur the medical facilities cannot be fastly provided as no ongoing vehicles is unaware of that situation making worse situation. Also in our Existing System the high density of vehicles is difficult to control and monitor. Due to increase in vehicle density, there is rapid increase in air pollution, noise pollution, fuel consumption and time required to reach from one place to another place[6]. To overcome this entire problem we proposed a system based on Odd-even policy in Vanet.

Fig 2. Existing System of Traffic Management

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In our proposed System we tried to improve traffic handling in Vanet by using odd even policy mechanism[7]. The ODD-EVEN mechanism reduces the vehicle density just run on the road on particular date. If it is odd date then only odd number license-plate vehicles are allowed to travel in city and if it is even date then only even number license-plate vehicles are allowed to travel in city [8][9]. If on odd date if even number license plate vehicle is travelling the RSU will just
inform by sending reroute message to even number license-plate. Since in every vehicle there is onboard unit equipped which is used to relay communication among RSU as well with other vehicles. Onboard unit is combination of both transmitter as well as receiver.

In our proposed work, at RSU firstly there is computation whether today day is odd day or even day. Once the information is obtained it is stored at RSU. Now if any vehicle comes within ranges of RSU then vehicles sends a request message for finding whether which type of vehicles i.e odd or even number license-plate vehicles are allowed. Now RSU will reply by sending message that only odd number vehicles are allowed if it is odd day and vice-versa to onboard unit equipped in vehicles. Now RSU will also monitor all the vehicles that approach toward him. If any even number vehicle arrives on odd day then RSU will forward message to that vehicles to reroute its movement back from where it comes. In our proposed system we assume only ordinary vehicles, i.e. not included VIP Vehicle, ambulance or Police Vehicle or any other Emergency Vehicle.

In our proposed system as we can easily monitor and control the vehicle density that travelling on particular day, we can also easily control traffic handling and management. Due to decrease vehicle density there is decrease in air pollution, noise pollution etc. In Delhi by using odd-even policy the pollution level decrease by 2% due to vehicle pollution. Also odd-even policy help in reducing fuel consumption in particular area in month. And the time consume from travelling from one place to another place is reduced as we increase our vehicle speed due to less vehicle density.

Our proposed System can be viewed by the following flow chart.

![Flow Chart For Our Proposed System Based on ODD-EVEN Policy](image)

Fig 5. Flow Chart For Our Proposed System Based on ODD-EVEN Policy

Number vehicles are allowed if it is odd day and vice-versa to onboard unit equipped in vehicles. Now RSU will broadcast message to all the vehicles approaching towards it. The vehicles are out of range of RSU will communicate using vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
Step 1 - First step is fetch current date from system Clock. In this step we also fetch the vehicle number of each vehicle.

Step 2 – Second step is to check whether our fetch date is odd or even date. If it is divisible by 2 then it is even day else it is odd day.

Step 3 - If the computed date is odd date, then two condition occur

i. If odd day and odd number vehicle arise , then allow that vehicle to move to its destination.

ii. Else Even number vehicle is rerouted back to its original position of movement.

Step 4 - If computed date is even day, then two conditions arise

i. If on even day even number vehicles arise then allow that vehicles to move to its destination.

ii. Else odd number vehicle are reroute back to its original position of movement.

Step 5 - Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 until no vehicle remains to monitor.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS:

During start of simulation, the network simulator initialize the current network by providing position of RSU, vehicle position and all other units position required in our proposed system. The information regarding vehicle and current day is stored in RSU and each vehicle is assign a default number for its identification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
<td>AODV,DSDV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>T time(ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>N nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel type</td>
<td>Wireless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topography Dimension</td>
<td>N*M sq.m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before beginning of simulation we consider following parameter as shown in previous table for Simulation Configuration. After configuring simulation, we consider some parameters for performance Evaluation.

Packet Delivery Ratio:-

It can be defined as ratio of number of packets received to number of packets sent. More is PDR better is our System.

PDR=Number of packet received /Number of packet sent

End to End Delay

It can be defined as time difference between the packet arrive at destination to time packet sent

Delay=(Arrive time-sent time)/Number of Connection

Less is delay value better is simulation

Throughput:- It can be defined as amount of data that is delivered from one node to another node in unit time. More is throughput better is our System.

Here we compare our proposed System when we use Two different routing protocol.
There are some other parameter which are improved while following our proposed system[10][11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Before Value</th>
<th>After Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Pollution (PM 2.5)</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise pollution</td>
<td>59.8 db</td>
<td>39.8 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Density</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Consumption Decrease %</td>
<td>20-40%</td>
<td>35-55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this paper, we first try to give introduction about the Vanet, its characteristics and its application. In second Section we try to elaborate how our existing system works. In this section we also cover what is the drawback of our existing system. Then we elaborate our proposed System to overcome the problem that arises in our existing System. Our proposed system work on odd-even policy for better handling and managing of congestion in city. The main objective of our proposed
System is that allow only odd vehicle to travel on odd day and vice-versa.

For Future scope we can add Continuous Internet Connectivity with efficient Handover for vehicle user for fast and reliable information.
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